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We propose a U(1)×Z2 effective gauge theory for vortices in a px+ipy superfluid in two dimensions.
The combined gauge transformation binds U(1) and Z2 defects so that the total transformation
remains single-valued and manifestly preserves the the particle-hole symmetry of the action. The
Z2 gauge field introduces a complete Chern-Simons term in addition to a partial one associated with
the U(1) gauge field. The theory reproduces the known physics of vortex dynamics such as a Magnus
force proportional to the superfluid density. More importantly, it predicts a universal Abelian phase,
exp(ipi/8), upon the exchange of two vortices. This phase is modified by non-universal corrections
due to the partial Chern-Simon term, which are nevertheless screened in a charged superfluid at
distances that are larger than the penetration depth.
I. INTRODUCTION
The two-dimensional spinless chiral p-wave superfluid
is the minimal model for describing the properties of
many realizations of topological superfluids and super-
conductors: topological insulator-superconductor inter-
faces1–3; the layered material Sr2RuO4
4–6; some cold
atom systems7,8; and certain spin models admitting
anyon excitations9. In this model, the vortex defects
of the phase of the pairing order parameter bind Majo-
rana zero modes that endow them with non-Abelian ex-
change statistics10–13. Thus, they have been proposed as
potential candidates for fault-tolerant, topological quan-
tum information processing14–16. In addition, they are
expected to admit a quantized Abelian exchange phase
that plays an important role in proposals for universal
topological quantum computation with vortices17. It is
therefore quite important to formulate a cogent theory
that accounts for the dynamics of vortices.
In previous work on this system, a low-energy effec-
tive action has been derived by the standard gradient
expansion method18–23, shedding light on the collective
response of the superfluid to external electromagnetic
fields. However, in this derivation vortices have been
generally left out. It appears then that the Abelian ex-
change phase of vortices, while surmised from the confor-
mal properties of its edge states or the properties of can-
didate bulk wavefunctions10,11,24, has never been derived
from a microscopic model25,26. Consequently, it remains
unclear whether bulk vortices in a chiral p-wave super-
fluid or superconductor exhibit this exchange phase and,
if so, to what degree it is universal or how it is affected
by the physics of the system.
To answer these questions, in this paper, we derive
a U(1) × Z2 effective gauge theory that handles vortex
defects properly. The U(1) gauge field is governed by
an action that is identical to the one previously derived
by gradient expansion, including a partial Chern-Simons
(CS) term. Interestingly, a Z2 gauge field emerges in the
effective theory governed by a new full Abelian CS term.
We show that the coefficient of the partial CS term is not
a universal quantity and depends on the details of dis-
persion and higher-energy behavior of the system. The
full CS term of the Z2 gauge field is, on the other hand,
a truly topological term with a quantized coefficient. We
calculate the exchange angle of two vortices due to each
CS term and show that the new CS term dictates a uni-
versal Abelian exchange statistics phase of the vortices
equal to eipi/8. In contrast, for neutral superfluids, the
partial CS term spoils the quantization of the exchange
phase by adding a long-distance non-universal correction.
For charged superfluids, screening effects exponentially
diminish the latter over the effective penetration depth.
This sets a low bound for the distance between vortices
during exchange processes required for topological quan-
tum computation.
II. GAUGE TRANSFORMATION
We start with the action for a spinless chiral p-wave su-
perconductor27, Z =
∫ D(η¯, η)eiS , where η = (φ, φ¯)ᵀ and
η¯ =
(
φ¯, φ
)
are the Nambu spinors with Grassmann vari-
ables φ(r) and φ¯(r) in the coordinate space r = (r, t).
In the following, we will interchangeably use z ≡ t as
the third coordinate and d3r = drdt. The action is
S = 12
∫
d3r η¯G−1η, with G−1 = i∂t − H the inverse
Green’s function matrix and the Bogoliubov–de Gennes
Hamiltonian density28,
H =
(
ξp−A −At eiθ/2∆(p)eiθ/2
e−iθ/2∆(p)†e−iθ/2 −ξp+A +At
)
. (1)
Here, ξp is the dispersion of excitations above the ground
state, p = −i∇ is the momentum operator, ∆(p) is the
amplitude and eiθ(r,t) is the phase of the superconducting
order parameter (including vortices), and A = (A, At) is
the electromagnetic gauge field. (In a neutral superfluid,
A = 0.) We assume e = c = ~ = 1. In the continuum,
ξp = p
2/2m− F with F the Fermi energy and ∆(p) =
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2v(px+ipy) with v the slope of the pairing order parameter
in momentum space.
In order to keep track of the winding number around
each vortex we define θ(r, t) =
∑n
j=1 θj(r, t), where θj =
arg(r − xj) ∈ (2pi`j , 2pi(`j + 1)] is the phase around the
vortex located at xj(t) and `j is its winding number. We
take the branch cut of arg(r) to be the positive real axis
and index the corresponding Riemann sheets with the
branch number ` ∈ Z29.
The partition function is invariant under a unitary
transformation, U , of the inverse Green’s function with a
Jacobian of unit modulus; that is, U = eiα0eiα
µτµ , where
τx, τy and τz are Pauli matrices in the Nambu space. We
demand that U respect the particle-hole symmetric struc-
ture of the spinor fields. This means that U must trans-
form (η¯, η) in such a way that ensures one spinor remains
the conjugate transpose of the other and each component
of the spinor is the conjugate of the other. The require-
ment is equivalent to the condition U† = τxUᵀτx. In the
operator language, this is the condition to maintain the
fermionic commutations relations under the Bogoliubov
transformation. One can readily show that any such U
is composed of a finite product of the following matri-
ces: τx, τy, e
iµτz and eipim1, where µ ∈ R and m ∈ Z.
The actual number of distinct sequences can be reduced
through use of the commutations relations between the
generators and is ultimately finite.
To proceed further, it is convenient to gauge away the
phase of the superconducting order parameter. This will
add space-time gradients of θ(r, t) to the electromagnetic
potential in the kinetic term. A naive transformation,
eiτzθ/2, which involves only the phase of the order param-
eter, leads to multi-valuedness in the presence of vortices.
To avoid this problem Anderson30 suggested using the
transformations e−i(τz∓1)θ/2, resulting in the superfluid
velocity appearing as an effective gauge field in either
the electron or the hole component of the Hamiltonian.
This gauge choice becomes possible when opposite spins
are associated with the two components of the Nambu
spinor. Franz and Tesˇanovic´31,32 developed the trans-
formation ei(τz+1)θA · ei(τz−1)θB for a periodic bipartite
vortex lattice, where A and B are the two sublattices.
The vortices should be assigned to the subsets in such a
way that the effective magnetic field vanishes on average.
Physically, a vortex assigned to subset A will be seen by
electrons and be invisible to holes, while vortex assigned
to subset B will be seen by holes and be invisible to elec-
trons. Inevitably, in both transformations, particle-hole
symmetric structure of the spinors cannot be maintained
without additional constraints on the ensemble of allowed
partitions of θ.
Instead, we suggest the following transformation:
U = eiτzθ(r,t)/2eiγ(r,t), (2)
where θ is the phase function and γ = pi
∑
j `j keeps the
transformation properly single-valued by supplying the
required sign each time the winding number in θ changes
as it evolves in space and time. Our transformation is
similar in spirit to the Franz-Tesˇanovic´ transformation,
especially as formulated in Ref. 33, but it manifestly pre-
serves the particle-hole symmetry of the action. Upon
applying this gauge transformation, two gauge fields ap-
pear in the action: the aν = Aν − ∂νθ/2 couples only
to the kinetic energy terms, with opposite signs for par-
ticles and holes; and the bν = ∂νγ couples minimally to
momentum, both in the kinetic energy and in the pairing
term. We note that the b gauge field is associated with
the vortex branch cuts and its corresponding current is
proportional to the vortex current. After this transfor-
mation, we find
G−1 = i∂t − bt + τzat − τµhµ(p− b,a), (3)
where the 3-vector h(p,a) = (<∆(p),=∆(p), ξp−τza).
III. EFFECTIVE ACTION
We can now integrate out the fermion fields to find
the effective action, Seff =
i
2Tr lnG, where Tr(·) stands
for
∫
drdt〈r, t |tr(·)| r, t〉 and “tr” is the trace over the
Nambu space. A tedious but straightforward calculation
yields (see Appendix), to second order in the gauge fields,
Seff =
∫
drdt
[
nat + ρta
2
t − ρijaiaj
−κa
8pi
εtijat∂iaj +
κb
8pi
ελµνbλ∂µbν
]
, (4)
where ελµν is the antisymmetric tensor and latin indices
i, j run over the spatial components. The coefficients
appearing in Eq. (4) are found in terms of g(k) ≡ h(k, 0)
as follows:
n =
1
8pi2
∫
dk
(
1− gz|g|
)
; (5)
ρt =
1
16pi2
∫
dk
g2x + g
2
y
|g|3 ; (6)
ρij =
1
16pi2
∫
dk
(
1− gz|g|
)
∂ki∂kjgz. (7)
Note that n is just the superfluid density. The coefficient
of the partial CS term for a,
κa =
1
4pi
∫
εiνλgi∂kxgν∂kygλ
|g|3 dk, (8)
is non-universal and depends on the details of the system.
The coefficient of the full CS term for b, on the other
hand,
κb =
1
4pi
∫
εµνλgµ∂kxgν∂kygλ
|g|3 dk, (9)
is the Pontryagin charge of the field gµ(k) and is therefore
always an integer. The action in Eq. (4) is our central
result.
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FIG. 1. Coefficients of the Chern-Simons terms. The co-
efficients κa and κb of the partial (orange) and full (black)
Chern-Simons terms are shown for a system in the contin-
uum (solid) and on the square lattice (dashed) for v = m. For
clarity we show 2κb. The Fermi energy is in units of 4/(md
2),
the bandwidth of the square lattice, with lattice spacing d.
The exchange angles due to each term can be obtained by
multiplying the plotted values with ∓pi/16.
In the continuum limit, we have ξk = k
2/2m− F and
∆(k) = v(kx + iky). Calculating the coefficients in this
limit, we find the following values: n ∼ (mv)2 ln ( Λmv2 )
with Λ an energy cut-off; ρt = mκ
∞
a /4pi; and ρij =
(n/2m)δij , which reflects the Galilean invariance in the
continuum34. The CS coefficients in the continuum limit
are
κ∞a =
[
1− 2 F
mv2
Θ(−F )
]−1
, (10)
κ∞b = Θ(F ), (11)
where Θ is the step function. Note that this extends the
results obtained in Refs.20,21 to the strong pairing regime,
F < 0.
For comparison, we have also calculated these coeffi-
cients for a system on the square lattice. In this case,
ξk =
1
md2 (2 − cos kxd − cos kyd) − F and ∆(k) =
v
d (sin kxd+ i sin kyd), where d is the lattice spacing. The
coefficients κ∞,sqa,b are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of
md2F /4. We observe that κ
sq
b acquires the values ±1 in
the topological regime 0 < F < 4/(md
2)35 and zero
otherwise. In contrast, κ∞a and κ
sq
a are clearly non-
universal and vary with F , showing derivative discon-
tinuities when crossing into the topological regime. The
sign change of κsqa on the lattice signals a sign reversal in
the Hall response of the superconductor21,36.
IV. VORTEX DYNAMICS AND EXCHANGE
The effective action, Eq. (4), now captures correctly
the physics of vortices. This is exemplified by the phys-
ical significance of each term appearing in the action.
The first term gives rise to the Magnus force on a mov-
ing vortex. To see this, note that for a moving vor-
tex ∂tθ = −x˙ · ∇θ, where x(t) is the position of the
vortex. So, the first term yields − ∫ dt x˙ · AM with
AM = −
∫
dr n∇θ/2. Therefore, the vortex is subject
to a Lorentz-like force x˙ × BM where the Magnus flux
BM = ∇x × AM = pinzˆ is proportional to the super-
fluid density. The contribution from the electromagnetic
gauge field At in a superconductor vanishes due to the
overall charge neutrality of the system37. The second and
third terms, in conjunction with the Maxwell Lagrangian,
give rise to the usual screening of vortices through the
Meissner effect. The second term also contributes to the
mass of the vortex by generating a term
∫
dt 12mvx˙
2 in
the action, where mv =
∫
drρt(∇θ/2−A)2.
The fourth and fifth terms, as we now show, carry
significant information about the dynamics of vortices.
Previous work on the effective low-energy theory of the
p-wave superconductor, using only the U(1) part of our
transformation18,20, yielded an action similar to that of
an s-wave superconductor but with an additional partial
CS term. Stone and Roy21 attributed this partial CS
term to the existence of a Hall-like response to external
fields. They recognized that the Hall current depends on
the external field primarily through its effect in modify-
ing the density. Note that the partial CS term we derive
here is different from the one appearing in the literature,
since in our case ∇×∇θ is explicitly nonzero due to the
presence of vorticity in θ. Moreover, the full CS term de-
rived here is entirely absent in previous work. As we show
now, both of these terms have significant contributions
to the exchange statistics of vortices.
Vortices in chiral p-wave superconductors are known
to obey non-Abelian statistics, the mechanism behind
which relates to the Majorana zero modes localized at
their cores. In the presence of 2n vortices, the ground
state of the system is 2n-fold degenerate. This degen-
erate ground state is further divided into two sectors of
definite parity (−1)N = ±1, where N is the total fermion
number. The full braid statistics of vortices can be writ-
ten using three matrices: R; F ; and B. Roughly speak-
ing, R specifies the exchange of two vortices when their
fusion outcome is known, F specifies the associativity of
the exchange among three anyons, and B = F−1RF is
the generator of the full braid group of the vortices in
the model. The possible choices of R and F are con-
strained by consistency relationships. These matrices
have been computed for a chiral p-wave superconduc-
tor by Ivanov12 and found to be, up to an overall phase,
proportional to those in the Ising anyon model. In this
model, a vortex, σ, and antivortex, σ = σ, fuse accord-
ing to the fusion rule σ × σ = I + ψ, where the fusion
channels I and ψ are, respectively, the vacuum (boson)
and fermion. In this basis, the F -matrix is real and is
given by F = 1√
2
(σz + σx), while R = e
−iχ diag(1, i).
The phase χ = pi/8 is fixed in this model by consistency
relations between R and F 38. However, without a full
calculation of χ in the chiral p-wave superconductor, one
cannot make a meaningful connection to the Ising anyon
model.
4FIG. 2. The exchange scheme of two vortices. The exchange
path is shown in green and the branch cuts in purple. In a
charged superfluid, the magnetic field, blue, is screened by
the supercurrent, red. The calculation is simplified when the
path is a semicircle of one vortex around the other followed
by two radial displacements.
Our strategy in this work is to calculate χ by per-
forming a monodromy, which describes a full encircling
of one vortex around the other. A general argument
shows that the monodromy in the vacuum fusion chan-
nel is R2 = e−2iχ38. This calculation may be done in
the same ground state without complications due to the
ground-state degeneracy. In our field theory, the mon-
odromy is the Berry’s phase in the matrix element of the
evolution operator for the exchange of two vortices in the
even-parity ground state39. See Fig. 2 for illustration.
At first sight, the Z2 nature of the b gauge field in
our effective theory seems to make the calculation of
the Berry’s phase due to the full CS term tricky. How-
ever, this situation is similar to the situation encoun-
tered in the singular string gauge of the more common
U(1) gauge theory, in which the gauge field is zero ev-
erywhere except on a string emanating from the vortex.
One may show that the string gauge is continuously con-
nected to a smooth gauge without changing the winding
numbers along the process. Therefore, we can calculate
the Berry’s phase contribution of the b gauge field in
the usual way by writing b = b1 + b2, where b1 and b2
are associated with the two vortices, and considering the
cross terms between them. Both cross terms contribute
equally since, by partial integration,
∫
ελµνb1λ∂µb2ν =∫
ελµνb2λ∂µb1ν . Assuming for simplicity that only vor-
tex 2 is moving, we have ελµν∂µb1ν = piδ(r)δ
λ
t , and
χb =
κb
4
∫
drdt δ(r)b2t =
piκb
8
, (12)
which is, as advertised, quantized in the weak pairing
(topological) regime to the value pi/8.
The partial CS term in (4) also contributes to the
Berry’s phase, albeit not in a quantized fashion due to the
non-universal behavior of κa. We write again a = a1 +a2
for two vortices and consider the cross terms in the CS
term between a1 and a2. In a superfluid the exter-
nal electromagnetic gauge field is absent and we have
a1µ = − 12∂µ arg(r − x1(t)), where x1(t) is the position
of vortex 1, and similarly for a2. The calculation is sim-
plified by assuming that only vortex 2 moves, so that
a1t = 0. Then, only one of the cross terms contributes
and
χsfa = −
κa
8pi
∫
drdt a2t(∇× a1)t = −piκa
16
. (13)
In a neutral superfluid, this leads to a non-universal long
range contribution to the exchange phase of vortices.
By contrast, for a charged superfluid, the screened
magnetic field is screened as (∇×A)t = zˆK0(r/λ)/(2λ2),
associated with a vortex at the origin, where K is the
modified Bessel function of the second kind and λ is the
(effective) penetration depth. This modifies the result by
a geometric phase,
κa
8pi
∫
drdt a2t(∇×A1)t = −piκa
16
[
1− R0
λ
K1
(
R0
λ
)]
,
(14)
for a circular exchange at distance R0. So, in a supercon-
ductor the total exchange angle due the partial CS term
is
χsca = −
piκaR0
16λ
K1
(
R0
λ
)
. (15)
When the distance between the vortices is much longer
than λ this exchange angle vanishes exactly. However,
at distances smaller or comparable to λ, non-universal
contributions to the exchange phase will occur.
Therefore, the total exchange angle χ = χa + χb de-
pends on the details of the dispersion and, in particular,
is different in a chiral p-wave superfluid from that in a
superconductor due to screening effects.
V. DISCUSSION
In the derivation above we concentrated on the case
where the size of the core of the vortex is vanishingly
smaller compared to other length scales. We note that
even in this limit, the 2pi winding of the phase entails the
presence of the protected zero mode in the topological
phase. In addition, higher-energy subgap states may oc-
cur, localized at the vortex core40. The field theory pre-
sented above would include the effects of both the zero
mode and the subgap states in the two gauge fields a
and b if all orders of the loop expansion are retained. To
the second order, we find only the Chern-Simons term,
which fully encodes the topological exchange phase. This
5phase is quantized and cannot be modified without clo-
sure of the gap. Non-universal effects associated with
the subgap states may occur in higher order in perturba-
tion theory, which may include effects such as population
transfer between closely separated intra-vortex states41.
Taking a finite core size may allow additional localized
sub-gap states to get trapped within the vortex. One
can model this case by varying the chemical potential F
around the vortex through the topological phase transi-
tion between the topological weak-pairing phase (F > 0)
outside of the vortex core and the non-topological strong-
pairing phase (F < 0) within the vortex core. As far as
topological properties are concerned, this is equivalent
to taking the order parameter to zero at the vortex core
but lends itself better to field theoretical analysis11,42. In
this description, the loci of F = 0 that encircle the vor-
tices’ cores are internal edges of the system and accom-
modate gapless excitations. Although their proximity to
the Majorana zero modes may affect the coherence of the
vortices41,43,44, as long as they do not mix with the con-
tinuum states the Majorana zero mode remains intact45.
To incorporate this into our field theory, we take the
chemical potential to be µ(r) = F + δµ(r), where δµ(r)
denotes the deviation from F and has support mostly
within the vortex core, i.e., within the coherence length.
The new term can be absorbed into at → at − δµ. One
new term that appears in the field theory, δµ(r)n, pushes
vortices to diffuse along the chemical potential gradient
occurring due to other vortices when their cores overlap.
A second term ∝ δµ(r)ij∂iaj generates energetic con-
tributions which go to zero at distances that are larger
than the coherence or penetration lengths (whichever is
larger). Since there is no coupling between a and b in the
effective theory, this modification does not change the
topological CS term. At distances larger than the coher-
ence length and to second order in perturbation theory,
we find no contribution to the topological Abelian phase
associated with the exchange of vortices.
It is also illuminating to compare our results to the
non-Abelian Moore-Read state, which is one of the
prominent candidate wavefunctions describing the quan-
tum Hall plateau at filling factor 5/210,11. While lying
in the same universality class of Ising anyons as chiral
p-wave superfluids, the Moore-Read state is realized at
large magnetic fields, leading to the appearance of an
additional Chern-Simons term in the mean-field action.
This extra term endows the quasi-particles with an e/4
charge and half a flux quantum of fictitious magnetic
field. Consequently, there is an additional pi/8 exchange
phase for quasi-particles which should be added to the
pure Ising pi/8 contribution, for a total exchange phase
of pi/4. Non-universal deviations from this value must
be governed by the magnetic length, so any mapping of
our results to the Moore-Read state, if it at all exists, re-
mains to be worked out. In contrast to the Moore-Read
state, our main result here demonstrates that vortices in
a screened chiral p-wave superconductor could realize a
pristine Ising anyon model.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have derived an effective action of vortices in a
spinless chiral p-wave superfluid by properly treating the
vortex branch cuts and revealed an Abelian Z2 gauge
structure for the chiral p-wave superfluid. In principle,
our transformation is applicable to any pairing symmetry
and arbitrary distribution of vortices. In the s-wave case,
we have checked that this does not produce additional
terms in the action. In the d-wave case a similar approach
has been used to formulate an effective theory of cuprate
superconductors46,47, but no CS term was found.
The topological quantum computation scheme relies on
adiabatic braiding of non-Abelian anyons to generate the
quantum computation. Among non-Abelian anyon mod-
els. Majorana fermions are arguably the closest to exper-
imental work. However, braiding of vortices carrying Ma-
jorana fermions is non-universal unless supplemented by
a missing pi/8 gate. While this gate can be generated by
sacrificing topological protection it remains of fundamen-
tal importance to provide a proof-of-principle topological
scheme to supply the missing pi/8 gate, thus avoiding
costly error protection protocols. The results presented
here allow the realization of the missing pi/8 gate through
multiple braiding of the anyons17. As argued above, such
braidings should be performed at distances larger than
both the coherence length and the screening length.
In this work, we restricted our attention to the Abelian
gauge transformations (2). This is enough to infer the
Abelian exchange phase of vortices. It can also be used to
deduce the existence of zero energy Majorana modes. Us-
ing the particle-hole symmetry of the Hamiltonian den-
sity, we can write the number density of zero modes as
ν0 = 2 〈η¯(r)η(r)〉48,49. Now, since
〈η¯(r)η(r)〉 = 2 〈δSeff/δbt〉 = κb
2pi
(∇× b)t,
and b is defined as a Z2 gauge field, we find
ν0 = κb
∑
j
δ(r− xj(t)) (mod 2), (16)
which is quantized and equal to the single winding vortex
density (mod 2) in the weak pairing regime. A natural
question for future work is whether the other parts of
the full group of gauge transformations harbor additional
physics. Indeed, as is well known, the zero energy Ma-
jorana modes endow the vortices with the non-Abelian
statistics of Ising anyons11,12. It would be interesting to
see if such a non-Abelian representation emerges in the
gauge structure of the effective vortex action by using the
entire group of gauge transformations.
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Appendix: Derivation of the action
In the following, we provide the details of the deriva-
tion of the effective action appearing in the Results sec-
tion, Eq. (4). We first write the ‘dressed’ Green’s function
as G−1 = G−10 + V , where the ‘bare’ Green’s function is
G0(k) = (kt1− g(k) · τ)−1 and V depends explicitly on a
and b, i.e.
V = −bt + τzat − τµhµ(p− b,a) + τµhµ(p, 0). (A.1)
We now perform a perturbative expansion to second or-
der in the gauge fields, writing
Seff = −i ln Pf(G−1) = −i1
2
Tr ln(G−1)
= − i
2
Tr ln
(G−10 )− i2Tr ln(1 + G0V ) (A.2)
' − i
2
Tr ln
(G−10 )− i2Tr(G0V ) + i4Tr(G0V G0V ).
The fields a and b couple via their associated currents
jµa = δ
µ
t τz + ∂kµgz(1− δµt ),
jµb = ∂kµG−10 . (A.3)
To calculate traces, we use the following formulas
tr{τµτν} = 2δµν ,
tr{τλτµτν} = 2iλµν , (A.4)
tr{τλτµτντσ} = 2(δλµδνσ − δλνδµσ + δλσδµν).
1. The non-vanishing terms
We proceed to derive the coefficients of the five terms
appearing in the action, Eq. (4).
The coefficient n. The coefficient multiplying at is
n = − i2(2pi)3
∫
d3k tr (G0τz). Since it contains an integra-
tion over a single Green’s function, care should be taken
in its calculation. The correct analytical structure re-
quires that the Green’s function is multiplied by an ex-
ponent eiτzktη, where η → 0, leading to the expression
n = − i
2(2pi)3
∑
s=±
∫
d3k
skt + gz
k2t − |g|2 + iη
eisηkt . (A.5)
Using contour integration over kt (see Fig. 3 where λ ≡√|g|2 − iη) one obtains the expression
n =
1
8pi2
∫
dk
(
1− gz|g|
)
. (A.6)
x
y
λ
-λ
1
FIG. 3. Contours of integration and poles of the Green’s
function. The contours of integration that are used in zero
temperature calculations for the particle (top) and hole (bot-
tom) part of the Green’s function.
In the p-wave case the integral is formally divergent and
an energy cutoff Λ = Λ2k/(2m) − F needs to be intro-
duced (here Λk is a momentum cutoff set only by the
inverse lattice spacing)
n(Λ) =
m
4pi
+Λ∫
−F
dξ
(
1− ξ√
ξ2 + 2mv2(ξ + F )
)
. (A.7)
The coefficient ρt. Writing the appropriate second
order correlator,
ρt =
i
32pi3
∫
d3k tr
(G0jtaG0jta)
=
i
16pi3
∫
d3k
k2t − g2x − g2y + g2z
(k2t − |g|2 + iη)2
=
1
16pi2
∫
dk
g2x + g
2
y
|g|3 ,
where we used the integral∫ ∞
−∞
dkt
αk2t + β
(k2t − |g|2 + iη)2
=
ipi(−α|g|2 + β)
2|g|3 , (A.8)
with α = 1 and β = g2z − g2x − g2y. For p-wave superfluids
in the infinite system limit,
ρt =
1
16pi2
∫
dk
v2k2
(ξ2k + v
2k2)3/2
=
mκ∞a
4pi
, (A.9)
7where κ∞a =
(
1− F−|F |mv2
)−1
coincides with the coeffi-
cient of the partial CS term, to be derived below.
The coefficient ρij . Formally, this coefficient has
contributions both from first order and second order in
the gradient expansion. The first-order contribution is
−i
2(2pi)3
∫
d3k tr
[
G0
(
− τz
2m
δij
)]
= − n
2m
δij , (A.10)
For gz = ξ, we can write δij/m = ∂ki∂kjgz, to obtain the
form in the main text. The second order contribution
exactly vanishes following the integration over kt,
i
32pi3
∫
d3k tr
(G0jiaG0jja) =
i
16pi3
∫
d3k
∂gz
∂ki
∂gz
∂kj
k2t + |g|2
(k2t − |g|2 + iη)2
= 0. (A.11)
The coefficient κa. To calculate κa we consider the
correlator of jta and j
j
a to first order in qi (no summation
convention)
iqi
64pi3
∫
d3k tr
[
∂kiG0τ3G0
∂gz
∂kj
− G0τ3∂kiG0
∂gz
∂kj
]
=
iqi
64pi3
∫
d3k tr
{
[∂kiG0, τ3]G0
∂gz
∂kj
}
=
−qi
16pi3
∑
`m
∫
d3k
1
(k2t − |g|2 + iη)2
`mg`
∂gm
∂ki
∂gz
kj
=
−iqi
32pi2
∑
`m
∫
dk
1
|g|3 `mg`
∂gm
∂ki
∂gz
∂kj
. (A.12)
For the infinite system p-wave superfluid this results in
(no summation convention)
iqiij
32mpi2
∫
dk
v2k2j
(ξ2k + v
2k2)3/2
=
iqiij
16pi
κ∞a . (A.13)
The coefficient κb. For convenience, we consider one
of the correlators giving rise to the CS coefficient
iqt
64pi3
∫
d3k tr[∂ktG0(∂kxg · τ)G0(∂kyg · τ)
− G0(∂kxg · τ)∂ktG0(∂kyg · τ)]
=
iqt
32pi2
∫
dk
µνλgµ∂kxgν∂kygλ
|g|3 . (A.14)
For the infinite system p-wave superfluid, we get
κ∞b =
1
4pi
∫
dk
(
k2
2m + F
)
v2[
v2k2 +
(
k2
2m − F
)2]3/2 = Θ(F ).
(A.15)
2. The vanishing terms
We provide an argument for the decoupling of the a
and b fields, as well as for the vanishing of all mass terms
for the field b.
The decoupling of the fields a and b. It can be
shown that the integrand of the correlator describing the
coupling between a and b,∫
d3k tr
[
G0(k + q
2
)jµa (k)G0(k −
q
2
)jνb (k)
]
, (A.16)
is always odd under k → −k. Therefore, it vanishes to
all orders in q following an integration over k.
The absence of mass terms for the field b. In
first order in the gradient expansion we find the following
contribution to the mass of b:
−i
2(2pi)3
∫
d3ktr
[
G0
(
− τz
2m
)]
= − n
2m
. (A.17)
Another contribution appears in second order (no sum-
mation convention),
i
32pi3
∫
d3k tr
(G0jibG0jib) =
1
16pi2
∫
dk
|g|2(∂kig · ∂kig)− (g · ∂kig)2
|g|3 , (A.18)
where in the infinite system p-wave superfluid we get,
after integration over the angle of k,
1
16pi
∫ Λk
0
d|k|v
2|k|
|g|3
(
k4
2m2
+ 22F + v
2k2
)
. (A.19)
While each is formally divergent, the sum of the two
contributions, Eqs. (A.17) and (A.19), now converges to
zero,
lim
Λk→∞
[
n
2m
− 1
16pi
∫
d|k||k| v
2
|g|3
(
k4
2m2
+ 22F + v
2k2
)]
= lim
Λk→∞
(
n
2m
− ∂mn
4
)
− |F |+mv
2
8pi
κ∞a = 0. (A.20)
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